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1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Consider semilinear elliptic equations of the form 
Au+.f(x, u)=O. x E R”, (1) 
where A is the n-dimensional Laplacian, n 3 3, and f(~, U) is a locally 
Holder continuous (with exponent 8 E (0, 1)) function on R” x [0, co) 
which is locally Lipschitz in U. Because of the importance of (1) in differen- 
tial geometry and in various applications, there has been a growing interest 
in studying the existence and asymptotic behavior of positive entire 
solutions of (1); see, for example, the papers [l-12, 14-191. By an entire 
solution of ( 1) we here mean a function u E CfOz “(R”) which satisfies (1) at 
every point of R”. 
By now it is well known that the supersolution-subsolution method, or 
the method of barriers, is an extremely powerful tool for establishing the 
existence of positive solutions of (1). This method is based on 
THEOREM A. Suppose that there exist functions v, w E C*(R”) such that 
Au +f(x, u) 2 0, x E R”, (2) 
Aw+f(x, w),<O, x E R”, (3) 
and 
0 ,< v(x) d w(x), x E R”. (4) 
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Then, Eq. (1) bus an entire solution u satisj$ng 
u(x) d u(x) 6 M’(x), x E R”. (5) 
For the proof of Theorem A the reader is referred to [ 1, 15, 16, 1 S]. A 
function u [resp. w] satisfying (2) [resp. (3)] is called a subsolution [resp. 
supersolution] of (1) in R”. 
Let us make a briefly survey of recent existence results which have been 
obtained, with the use of the supersolution-subsolution method, for the 
generalized Emden-Fowler equation 
Au + K(x) up = 0, x E R”, n33, (6) 
where p is a constant and K(x) is a positive locally Holder continuous 
(with exponent 0) function in R”. 
Ni [ 151 has shown that if p > 1 and K(x) < C1.x ’ at infinity for some 
constants C > 0 and I > 2, then (6) has a positive bounded entire solution u 
such that 
lim u(x) = c1 (7) 11.1 * I 
for some positive constant SI. The result of Ni has been improved by 
Kawano [S], who has proved that a weaker condition 
?1 
!  
rK*(r) dr < CL, K*(r) = max K(x), (8) 
Ivl=r 
is sufficient for the existence of an entire solution u of (6) satisfying (7), 
provided that p # 1 (p may be greater or less than I). Naito [ 143 has 
observed that the value at infinity of a solution can be prescribed in 
advance; more precisely, under condition (8) there is a constant a* > 0 
such that for any given r in (0, c(*) in case p> 1 or (a*, co) in case 
0 < p < 1, Eq. (6) has an entire solution u satisfying (7). Of particular 
interest is the problem of finding positive entire solutions u of (6) (or (1)) 
which decay uniformly to zero at infinity: 
lim U(X) = 0. (9) 
IY - x 
Very recently Fukagai [S] solved this problem for the sublinear case of 
(6), by showing that if 0 < p < 1 and 
7 
r” 1 --P+~)K*(~) d,. < m, (10) 
then Eq. (6) admits a unique positive entire solution u satisfying (9) and u 
must satisfy u(x) = 0( Ix(‘-~) as 1x1 + co. Finally, Kusano and Swanson 
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[ 121 have proved that Eq. (6) with - 1 < p < 0 possesses a positive entire 
solution u such that u(x) = 0( IxIZPn) as 1x1 + w  if there is a constant 
0 < C < 1 such that CK*( (xl) 6 K(x) 6 K*( Ixl), x E R”, and (10) holds. 
Natural questions now arise: Under what conditions does the superlinear 
equation (6) have positive entire solutions satisfying (9)? Does the super- 
solution-subsolution method still work in establishing the existence of such 
solutions of (6)? As far as the authors are aware, no answer has been found 
to the above questions for Eq. (6) with p > 1 and nonconstant K(x) 
excepting recent results of Kusano and Naito [9, lo]. 
The main objective of this paper is to show that it is almost impossible 
to prove the existence of decaying positive entire solutions of Eq. (6) with 
p > 1 by means of the supersolutionsubsolution method. That this method 
has its limitations is clear from the following result. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that 
5 
x 
r’ (Pm “y+uK*(r) dr < co (11) 
for some constants q E [0, n - 23 and o > 0. Let v and w be, respectively, a 
subsolution and a supersolution of (6) such that 
0 6 v(x) d w(x), v(x) f 0, XE R”, (12) 
w(x) -+ 0 as I,xI+oc: when 4 = 0, (13) 
and 
w(x) = O( 1x1-q as 1x1 + cz when q>O. (14) 
Then v(x) = w(x), XE R”, and u is a solution of (6) in R”. 
In proving Theorem 1 a crucial role is played by the fact that under con- 
dition (11) every decaying positive entire solution of (6) behaves like a con- 
stant multiple of Jx(‘~‘* as 1x1 -+ co. This fact is nontrivial and of interest in 
its own right, so we state it (more precisely, a generalized version of it) as 
an independent theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that condition (11) holds for some constants q E 
[0, n - 2) and a > 0. Suppose that v is a nonnegative weak subsolution of (6) 
such that 
(i) v(x) + 0 as 1x1 -+ co when q = 0, and 
(ii) u(x) = 0(1x1 -“) as 1x1 -+ co when q>O. 
Then v(x) = O(l~l’~“) as 1x1 --f co. 
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By definition, a weak subsolution of (6) in R" is a nonnegative function 
u E C( R") statisfying 
5 Cvdq + K(x) 2lpcp-j dx 3 0 R” (15) 
for all nonnegative cp E CF(R"). It is easy to see that a nonnegative C2 
function u is a weak subsolution of (6) if and only if u satisfies (2), that is, v 
is an ordinary subsolution of (6). 
2. PROOFOF THEOREM 1 
We give a proof of Theorem 1 by admitting the validity of Theorem 2 
which will be proved in Section 3. Let us first show that both u and vv are 
solutions of Eq. (6). Indeed, suppose the contrary. Then, either of the 
following inequalities hold at some point x0 E R": 
Av + K(x) up > 0, 116) 
Aw+ K(x)G<O. (17) 
Since the left-hand sides of (16) and (17) are continuous, either (16) or (17) 
is satisfied in a neighborhood of x0. Taking this fact into account and 
modifying the values of K(x) slightly in a small neighborhood of x0, we can 
construct positive functions K,., K,, E Cf,,(R”) with the properties: 
K,.(x) < K(x) d K,,(x), K,.(x) f K,,.(x), x E R", (18) 
K,.(x) = K(x) = K,,.(x) for large 1x1, (19) 
Au + K,.(x) c"'>,O, x E R", (20) 
Aw + K,,.(x) w'l 6 0, x E R". (21) 
In view of (18) and (20) we have 
Av+K,,(x)v">,Av+ K,.(x)d'>O, x E R". 
Combine this with (21). Since u(x)< w(x) in R", it follows from 
Theorem A that there exists a function GE C&z "(R") such that 
A~+K,,(.x)G~~=O, XER" (22) 
and 
u(x) < k(x) < w(x), x E R". (23) 
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On the other hand, from (18) and (22) we have 
Ai? + K,.(x) K’p< A% + K,,.(x) iGp= 0, x E R”. 
Combining this with (20) and (23) and applying Theorem A, we see that 
there exists a function 0’ E CFO; “(R”) such that 
AE + K,.(x) 6” = 0, x E R” (24) 
and 
u(x) < v’(x) d k(x), x E R”. (25) 
Since K,.(x)>0 and E(X) -+O as 1x1 + co, the maximum principle implies 
that E(x) > 0 in R”. 
We now show that v”(x) = G(x) in R”. Since 
@Ai5 - v”Ak = E( -K,.(x) iq -’ E( -K,,.(x) EP) 
3 -K(x) iTpiT + K(x) hv 
=K(x)G(tv- ‘-fi”-‘)>O, 
it is sufficient to verify that 
s (EAC-27A~)dx=O. (26) R” 
Take a function $ E C,“(R”) such that $(x) = 1 for 1x1~ 1 and Ii/(x) = 0 for 
1.~1 3 2, put tj,,(.u) = $(x/p) for p > 0 and define 
I,,=s (+A&v’A@)$,d,u. 
R” 
Note that integration by parts yields 
(27) 
Let h = 6 or c. It is not difficult to show that 
(a) limA-, jIClrlG2 I4kx)l dx=O and 
(b) Ah E L’(R”). 
In fact, since h satisfies either (22) or (24) and since (19) holds, we deduce 
from Theorem 2 that h(x) = O(]X~‘~“) as 1x1 + co, that is, h(x) tends 
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uniformly to zero as 1x1 -+ co. This clearly implies (a). To demonstrate (b) 
for h = 6, we proceed as follows: 
jR,, l&z d.~ = c,,, K,(x) 6” d.x 
fi”( x) ds dr 
IYIC, 
-I 
I 
GM, + M, t” ’ ““’ “K*(t)& 
R 
6M,+Mz ‘t’ “’ “YK*(t)dt<a, l R 
where cls is the surface element on the sphere 1.~1 = t, M,, MI, and R are 
positive constants, and we have used the facts that u’(x) = 0( IxJ’ ‘I) and 
K,.(.u) = K(.u) near infinity. Similarly, (b) holds for h = K. Now we are able 
to apply a result of Benilan, Brtzis, and Crandall 12, Lemma A51 to con- 
clude that for !I= F and IF. 
1 
IVhl I1.Y = O(p) as p-+x. (28) 
,’ < I \ 1 6 2,’ 
Using (28) and the fact that IV+,,1 = 0( l/p) as p + x, we see from (27) 
that I,, --f 0 as p + TX, which proves (26). Thus we obtain 5(x) = K(x) in R”. 
Since i? and G are solutions of (24) and (22), respectively, it follows that 
K,.(x) = K,,(.v) in R”. This contradicts (18), and so both u and ~1 must be 
solutions of (6) in R”. 
It remains to prove that 0(.x) 5 w(.Y) in R”. But this is easy; we need only 
to apply the same argument as employed above in deriving i? 3 G from the 
relations 
AC+ K,(x) V=O, AC + K,,(x) @” = 0, and lY<k in R” 
to the case where 
AC + K(x) up = 0, Aw+K(x) w”=O, and v < U’ in R”. 
This completes the proof. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 2 concerning the 
asymptotic behavior of solutions or subsolutions of Eq. (6). 
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Let D be a weak subsolution of (6) satisfying the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2. First, note that u is a weak subsolution of the equation 
Au + k(x) u” = 0, x E R”, (29) 
where k(.u) = K*(].uI). Define V(.u) = z( 1.~1) where Z(Y) = maxi,,=, r(y). It 
can be shown that V is also a weak subsolution of (29). Take a countable 
dense subset {p,) of the rotation group SO(n). If we denote c’,)(s) = v(px), 
then 
V(.u) = max #(.Y) = sup t”“(.u) = lim V,,,(X). 
,~t.so(,,) / 11, - I 
where r,,,(.u) = max{v”l(s) ,..., t+‘(.u) j, .Y E R”. The sequence {u,,,) is 
monotone, equicontinuous and uniformly bounded, so that by Ascoli- 
Arzela’s theorem t:,,, + V uniformly on any compact subset of R” as m + co. 
Since each L:,,, is a weak subsolution of (29) (see, e.g., Fukagai [S, 
Lemma 11 or Matano [ 13, Proposition 2.51) it follows that V is also a 
weak subsolution of (29). 
Choose a radial function II/ E C;(R”) such that $3 0 and jR,, I/I d.u = 1. 
Put $,(.u) = E ~“$(.u/E) for 0 <E < 1 and define 
W=W*$,)(.\.)=j V(~~)~,(x-y)d~~. (30) 
R” 
Then V, is a radial function and V,, + V uniformly on any compact subset 
of R” as F -+ 0. From the definition of a weak subsolution. we find 
dV,+(kV”)*$,:=j [V(y)d$,:(.~-y)+k(y) V”(y)$,:(vx-y)]dy>O, 
R” 
which can be written as 
/.I -II (I.” ‘--i,(r))’ + g,.(r) 3 0, r30, (31) 
where z,:(r)= V,,(x) and g,(r)= ((kVp) * tic)(x), r= /xl. Integrating (31) 
twice and noting that z:(O) = 0 and z,( co) = 0 by (30) we have 
z,:(r) <ix s’ ” ,( t” ‘g,,(t) dt ds 
5 
2 1 
rg,(t) dr+- 
s n-2 r 
r k(f) & r 3 0. 
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Since the integral 1; [g,(t) dt converges uniformly in E, letting E -+ 0 in the 
above, we obtain 
tK*(t)z”(t)d~+-&j’x tK*(tj z”(t) dt, r 3 0. 
I 
which yields for r 3 1 
tK*(tj z”(t) dt +--&j-x’ tK*( tj z”( tj dt, 
I 
where 
(32) 
1 ’ c=- 
I n-2 0 
t ‘I- ‘K*(t) z”(t) dt. 
Let us now estimate the order of decay of z(r) by means of (32). By 
hypothesis, there is a constant k, > 0 such that z(r) 6 k,rpY for r 2 1. Put 
x, =min{q+o, n-2). We then have from (32), 
If r, =n- 2, then z(r)= O(r’ “) as r + co. Otherwise, putting (x1 = 
min{q+(l +pja,n-21, we see from (32) that 
= k,r ‘?, r> 1. 
If r2 <n-2, then the same argument as above shows that z(r)< k3rpx3, 
r 2 1, for some positive constants k, and a3 <n - 2. Continuing in this 
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manner, if z(r) <k, , r Ztm’, r 2 1, for some positive constants k, _ , and 
x, , <n-2, then, putting rx,=minfq+(l +p+ ... +~‘)a, n-2} and 
using (32) we obtain a sharper estimate z(r) 6 k,r- ‘0 r 3 1. Since p > 1, 
1, = n - 2 for some i, and we conclude that z(r) = O(r’ -‘I) as r + co, which 
implies that V(X) = O( 1.~1~ “) as I.Y( -+ x. This completes the proof. 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
From the proof of Theorem 1 we have 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose thut (10) holis. Let 11 and II‘ he, respectively, a 
subsolution and u supersolution of (6) satis/j~ing ( 12). Jf‘,t(.u) = 0( IX’ ~‘I) as 
1.~1 --) xc, then u(.Y) = II’( s E R”, und I’ is u solution of (6) in R”. 
On the other hand. a necessary condition for the existence of an entire 
solution 14 of (6) such that ZI(.Y) = 0( 1.~1~ “) as 1.~1 + cc is obtained via the 
spherical mean argument of Noussair and Swanson [ 183. 
PROPOSITION 4. !f’ there exists a positive entire solution u ~j’ (6) such that 
u(.Y) = O(lsJ’ “) us 1.~1 -b ;c, then 
I 
f I  I ,‘lH “K,(r) dr < cc, (33) 
uherr K,( r ) = mm, ,, = I K(.u). 
Proof: Let U(r) denote the spherical mean of u over 1x1 = r. Then, 
(r ” ‘U’(r))’ + r”-- ‘K,(r) Up(r) < 0, r > 0, 
or equivalently 
(r3 “V’(r))‘+ r’ N”~ “K,(r) VP(r) 60, r > 0, (34) 
where V(r) = r” ‘U(r). We integrate (34) twice; noting that V(r) is increas- 
ing and bounded, we see that 
I 
L 
r” ’ mp”1-2’Kx(r) VP(r) dr < cc 
m 
for any r. > 0, which implies (33). 
Note that (10) and (33) are equivalent provided K(x) satisties 
lim sup Ez&, 
r+x K,(r) (35) 
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From Corollary 3 and Proposition 4 it follows that under condition (35) 
one can never apply the supersolution-subsolution method to establish the 
existence of an entire solution of (6) which decays like 1.~:)’ 11 as 1x1 + co. 
A question naturally arises as to whether an entire solution u of (6) 
which decays less rapidly than IX/’ ” near infinity can be obtained with the 
aid of the supersolution-subsolution method. We give here an example 
which suggests that a positive answer to the question could possibly be 
found. 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider the equation 
nu+ 6/.u1’+9 
(~~yj2+l)‘:2~2=o~ x E R”. 
A direct calculation shows that 
u,,(X)=(I.Y12+a2) ’ 2, a>1 
and 
Wh(“Y) = ( l.Y12 + h2) ’ 2, O<h< 1, 
are, respectively, a subsolution and a supersolution of (36). Since 
V,,(X) 6 IVJX), Theorem A implies that (36) has a solution lying between c’, 
and 1~~ in R’. One such solution is u(x) = (1.~1’ + 1) 1’2, x E R’. 
It is also natural to ask whether condition (10) actually ensures that (6) 
has a solution u satisfying u(.Y) = 0( 1.~1’ “) as 1.~1 + XI. An example of the 
equations for which this situation holds is the special equation of the scalar 
curvature type 
~u+u(u+21.1~l “=O .Y E R”, n 3 3, 
which has a positive solution of the form 
u(.Y) = (n(n - 2)) trim W4(i/(JL2 + l~y12))‘” a:2, 
where i. > 0 is a constant. That the answer to this question is in general no 
is suggested by a recent result of Kusano and Naito [lo], which, when 
specialized to the equation 
du+K(I.yl)u’~~+““’ 2)=(), I E R”, n> 3, (37) 
K(r) being a positive function on [0, n3), asserts that if K’(r) d 0, K’(r) & 0 
on [0, m) and lim,, X K(r) > 0, then every radially symmetric solution u of 
(37) satisfies 
C,(X/‘2 ‘r’:2 < u(x) < c&YI(2 -“I 2, Ix/ 2 1, 
for some positive constants c, and c2. 
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